The WY-60 represents most powerful, versatile, and user-friendly Wyse terminal designed to meet the needs of the ASCII/ANSI/PCTerm markets.

**Best selling general purpose terminal**
- ASCII/ANSI/PCTerm terminal
- Choice of keyboards ASCII/Enhanced PC
- High-resolution character mode with
  - 44/132 display format
- Ergonomic Design
- WyseWorks desktop accessories package

### ERGONOMICS

- **Colors**: Paper-white (P-192), amber (P-134), or green (P-31) phosphors
- **Monitor**: 14-inch diagonal, flat screen, non-glare CRT
- **Refresh**: 60 Hz refresh
- **Adjustments**: Tilt -7 to +34 degrees and 360 degree swivel

### ALPHANUMERIC FEATURES

- **Personality**: ASCII: Wyse WY-60, WY-50, WY-50+; ADDS Viewpoint A2/60; TeleVideo TVI-910; IBM 3101 1X/2X, IBM 3161. ANSI: Wyse WY-75 mode; DEC VT-100, VT52; Data General D200/210; PC Terminal
- **Format**: 26 lines by 80/132 columns, 44 lines by 80/132 columns
- **Memory**: Up to seven pages of 26 lines by 80 columns (nonhidden-attributes mode); four pages of 26 lines by 132 columns (nonhidden-attributes mode); three pages of

### COMMUNICATIONS

- **Modes**: Full/half duplex, block, and monitor (debug)
- **Main**: RS-232 serial, DB-25 connector; up to 38.4 Kbaud
- **Printer**: RS-232 serial, DB-25 connector, up to 19.2 Kbaud

### PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

- **Height**: 12.75 in (324 mm)
- **Width**: 12.5 in (318 mm)
- **Depth**: 13.0 in (330 mm)
- **Keyboard**: WY-60 ASCII and WY-60 ANSI: 2.25 in (H) x 17.25 in (W) x 7.6 in (D) [57 mm (H) x 439 mm (W) x 193 mm (D)]
- **IBM Enhanced PC-style**: 2.25 in (H) x 18.7 in (W) x 8.9 in (D) [57 mm (H) x 475 mm (W) x 176 mm (D)]
- **Finish**: Two-tone gray
- **Shipping Weight**: Terminal and Keyboard: 20 lbs (9.8 kgs)
ENVIRONMENTAL
Temperature Range
- Powered on: 50°F to 104°F (10° to 40°C)
- Powered off: -14°F to 140°F (-10° to 60°C)
Humidity
- 20% to 80% non-condensing
Altitude Operating Range
- 0 to 10,000 feet (0 to 3,048 meters)

POWER
- 120 VAC +/- 10%, 47-63 Hz

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
Safety
- UL 478 · CSA 220 approved
Radio Frequency Interference
- FCC Class A Power Consumption
- Complies with EPA Energy Star guidelines

WARRANTY
- One year limited warranty

MODELS NUMBERS
- WY-60 120V, green: 900109-01
- WY-60 120V, white: 900109-04
- WY-60 120V, amber: 900109-07

* The Energy Star emblem does not represent EPA endorsement of any product or service

Note: The keyboard is not included with the terminal and must be ordered separately

26 lines by 80 columns (hidden-attributes mode); two pages of 26 lines by 132 columns (hidden-attributes mode); two pages of 44 lines by 80 columns (nonhidden-attributes mode); one page of 44 lines by 132 columns (hidden-attributes mode); one page of 44 lines by 80 columns (hidden-attributes mode); one page of 44 lines by 132 columns (nonhidden-attributes mode)
- Character Cell: 7 x 12 matrix 10x16 cell with 3-dot descenders: 800 dots by 416-line resolution in 80-column mode; 7 x 12 matrix in 9x16 cell with 3-dot descenders: 1188 dots by 416-line resolution in 132-column mode; four separate programmable (soft) character fonts of 128 characters each; total font display capability of 512 characters
- Character Attributes: Normal, blink, blank, reverse, dim, underscore and combinations. Hidden or nonhidden. Row attributes, double-wide and/or double-high and combinations dim, reverse
- Cursors: Block or underline, blink, steady, or off

KEYBOARD
- All keyboards: Full-travel mechanical key switches. Detachable keyboard with 4-wire coiled cable, 6-feet extended length. Two-position tilt. DIN compliant. Full-touch keys. Approximately 350 nonvolatile bytes available, 64 non-volatile bytes maximum per key.
- Languages: Danish, French, German, Norwegian, Spanish, Swedish, Swiss, U.K. English, and U.S. English